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A presentation from the Gardens Trust, by Christopher Gallagher, 
Historic Landscape Consultant, delivered at our ‘Protecting Historic 
Parks and Gardens: The Full Monty!’ Training day in Tetbury, 
Gloucestershire, 2018 (updated 2020).

This presentation looks at the development of real planning cases, for 
which Christopher gave evidence at appeal.



Planning applications

• Will talk today about 2 applications that led to 
Appeals –

– (i) Golding, Shropshire (not Registered) - four 
intensive poultry rearing sheds with solar panels & 
associated infrastructure 

– (ii) Kedleston, Derbyshire – two linked 
applications for 150 & 400 houses within the setting 
of Kedleston Hall Grade I RPAG

• Kedleston also went to Judicial Review to High 
Court in London (in July 2018)



Planning appeals

• Applicants have right to appeal against a decision

• Appeals usually decided by Planning Inspectorate

• c.20,000 appeals / year

• Vast majority decided by written representations
or a hearing

• Around 5% of appeals decided through Public 
Inquiry

• Applications can also be ‘called in’ – may lead to 
Inquiry



How do you find out about an 
appeal?

• If you wrote to the LPA

• LPA’s website

• Newspapers

• ‘Appellant’ must display details at site of 
proposed development

• Your CGT

• TGT



Who (normally) takes part in an 
inquiry?

• Appellant

• LPA

• ‘Rule 6’ parties

• Members of the public

• others





What you can do

• write in & state your case – time limited

• you may also speak at Inquiry, if Inspector agrees

• you may apply for ‘Rule 6’ status yourself –

– offers a leading role in inquiry

– may appoint planning solicitor / barrister

– call witnesses

– cross-examine appellant’s (or other’s) witnesses

• you may give evidence as an ‘expert witness’ 
called on behalf of Appellant, LPA or a ‘Rule 6’ 
party



What you can do

• Stick to planning matters – National Planning 
Policy Framework (NPPF, inc. 2019 amendments)

• Relevant sections – as of 2019 (not exhaustive):

– Section 16 – ‘Conserving & enhancing the historic 
environment’ (esp. paras.189-191)

– Section 3 ‘Plan Making ‘ (paras.15-37)

– ‘Glossary ‘ Key Terms – Conservation, Heritage asset; 
Significance; Setting; 



NPPF

• ‘Conservation’: 

‘…the process of maintaining and managing change to a 
heritage asset in a way that sustains and where 
appropriate, enhances its significance’ (2019)

• ‘Significance’:

‘The value of a heritage asset to this and future 
generations because of its heritage interest.  That 
interest may be archaeological, architectural, artistic or 
historic…’



NPPF

• ‘Setting’ (NPPF & HE):

‘The surroundings in which a heritage asset is 
experienced.  Its extent is not fixed and may change as 
an asset and its surroundings evolve.  Elements of a 
setting may make a positive or negative contribution to 
the significance of an asset, may affect the ability to 
appreciate that significance, or may be neutral’



Your statement

• begins with the first document you send to an LPA 
in connection with a planning application

– everything published at any point has to be defensible 
in an Inquiry

• maintain consistency between statements

• but…don’t just repeat what you have already said

• stick to the facts & say what you know

• add your own judgements – and say so…’in my 
view’  ‘my judgement is…’  ‘it is my opinion that…’

• value your specialist knowledge & understanding



Your statement

• Description of planning application

• Address of proposed development

• LPA planning application reference no.

• Planning appeal reference no.

• Date of appeal hearing

• Your name, address & contact details

• Who you are speaking for

• Don’t forget to number your pages









Your statement

• Witness details:

– Establish your credentials, experience, credibility

– Why they should listen to you & take notice of 
what you say

• Scope of statement:

– What you are going to say & why this matters

• Background & Context

– Summarise key facts about the site

– Provide the Inspector with a sense of the 
property and of its key Significances







Your statement

• Impact of the proposed development(s):

– Where necessary, refer to documents submitted 
previously

• How the proposals will damage Significance:

– directly, by impacting upon fabric

– indirectly, by damaging Setting







Your statement

• Finally –

– Assess extent & nature of harm to Significance

– this is likely to be ‘less than Substantial’

– but you can still give an assessment of degree:

e.g. Limited, Moderate, Significant

– Say why this is the case

• Do this for every aspect of each ‘heritage 
asset’ at the property that will be affected

• Don’t forget their Setting(s)
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